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Rhenus Freight East – Specialist for Markets in the 
CIS  

 
Many German companies have set up their own business operations in 

the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and the Baltic countries 

during the last few years. Their need for high standards in storage space 

and logistics services is constantly growing. Rhenus Revival has been 

operating a wide network of routes since 1989 and provides 

comprehensive services. 

Rhenus Freight East has set up its own companies in all states of the CIS, the 

Caucasus region and Central Asia or cooperates with proven partners. The 

Rhenus subsidiary mainly employs local people at its 13 branches in the CIS 

and Germany. They speak the local language and are accustomed to dealing 

with bureaucratic obstacles. This mix of German logistics expertise and local 

knowledge of the country enables Rhenus to provide logistics services with 

Western European standards.  

The Russian network consists of three branches in the Moscow region and 

one each in St. Petersburg, Ekaterinburg, Voronezh, Smolensk and Kaluga. In 

the Ukraine, Rhenus is represented in Obuchow near Kiev, in Belarus in 

Minsk, in Kazakhstan in Almaty and in Azerbaijan in Baku. The German 

locations are Dietzenbach (Frankfurt (a.M.), Hilden (Düsseldorf), Großschirma 

(Dresden) and Bielefeld.  

Rhenus is one of the leading logistics providers in these markets. The 

company provides the whole range of services including domestic and 

international shipments, consolidation and distribution across Europe, 

warehousing, supply chain management and consignments requiring special 

transportation.  

The spectrum of services at the 30,000 m2 of transshipment and logistics 

space in the CIS covers warehousing (including customs goods), order 

picking, pick & pack, customs services, provision of a temperature-controlled 

hazardous goods warehouse and transport-related interim storage in 

accordance with GDP requirements. 

The transport services include daily departures for groupage freight, part loads 

and complete truck loads to Russia, Belarus and the Ukraine. The company 

also provides regular weekly departures for groupage freight to the Caucasus 

region (Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan) and Central Asia (Kazakhstan, 
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Uzbekistan, other STAN states). The company transports more than 8,000 

consignments each month and has 15,000 truck movements per annum. 

International special transport services can also be provided on trucks with a 

20-40 m3 load capacity and heavy or oversized or special loads can also be 

handled. 

Rhenus Freight East also provides rail services and inland waterways are 

used for project logistics services. If consignments are urgent, the Airfreight 

Office can arrange transportation to almost any airport in the former Soviet 

Union.  

Rhenus has its own customs broker licenses in Russia and in the Ukraine. 

This means that the service company can greatly accelerate import 

procedures as a result of its expertise and contacts.  

 

About Rhenus 
 
The Rhenus Group is one of the leading logistics specialists with global 
business operations and annual turnover amounting to EUR 5.4 billion. 
33,500 employees work at 820 business sites and develop innovative 
solutions along the complete supply chain. Whether providing transport, 
warehousing, customs clearance or value-added services, the family 
business pools its operations in various business units where the needs 
of customers are the major focus at all times.  
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